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Selected Testimonials
There are over 11-years of testimonials and reviews in this book, so I have selected some of
the choicer ones.
Note: they're all inserted 'as-is', i.e., without editing or modifications, and are all verifiable
on my Upwork profile (here).
Microsoft Office Specialist Expert Certification
An MOS Word Expert, you can also check my profile here:

Word Template - fix up footer & header with different following pages
"Russ was awesome. Our issue in Word has driven us crazy for about 2 years and Russ fixed
it overnight."

(Tracy's feedback is on page 9)
Expert Copywriter for Architectural Product Line (#004)
"Russ is a writer who has a broad worldview and an understanding of a lot of areas, which
aided us in getting a new product line out the door quickly. He knows the right questions to
ask and was able to handle the psychology of writing to multiple audiences at the same
time. I will use him in future projects."

(Jamie's feedback is on page 11)
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Update Occupational Health and Safety Manual
Russ is a consummate professional and has assisted me in completing a Occupational Health
and Safety system that was not only accepted by the regulators, but recommended to other
companies by the regulator as an example of good practice. It doesn't get better than that!

(Nick's feedback on page 38)
Technical Editor
Russ is a highly competent expert in Technical Editing and Copywriting. Russ was able to
work as a seamless extension to our business analysis and software development team to
craft and update detailed design documents and analysis documents. His experience and
expertise improved not only the documents but also our team's skills and capabilities by
showing us new and improved ways of crafting and Editing documents. As an added benefit,
Russ works/lives in a different time zone which allowed our team to provide him documents
at the end of a day and receive them back from Russ when we arrived to the office in the
morning. I and our entire team, wholehearted endorse Russ and his excellent work. We will
definitely engage him again in the future. Thanks.

(President of ICS, Steve Goldsby's feedback is on page 27)
Need expert in Microsoft Word to create lightweight, easy to use template for our reports
Makes me reconsider what 5 stars means for everyone else I've worked with. Russ recorded
videos explaining everything he was doing to help our document and how we could do it
ourselves going forward. Teach a man to fish... Couldn't recommend Russ more highly.
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(President of ParagonIntel, Colby Howard's feedback on page 24)
Advanced/ Master: Convert PDF to WORD Template (per document)
Amazing freelancer. Russ has forgot more about WORD than I'll ever be able to learn. He
took what could have been an impossible task and made it incredibly successful.

Advanced/ Master: Convert PDF to WORD Template (per document)
By far the most skilled contractor with respect to his mastery of Microsoft Word. I also
believe his is one of the most understated profiles as well. My experience with Mr. Crowley
far exceeded my expectations. Many freelancers claim to be able to assist with a client's
problem but he not only quickly addresses the issue but also ensures you understand why
and how he applied the solution. I will be coming back to him again in the future with more
tasks.

(Timothy's feedback is on page 20)
Microsoft Word Template Designer
Russ has been a pleasure to work with, he is extremely knowledgeable and has taught me a
lot during our time working together. His communication is excellent, I really appreciated
the walk though videos - it made a complex job very easy to understand and digest at my
own pace. Thank you so much for all your amazing work, you have made a lot people's lives
a lot easier! hope to work with you again soon.
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(Hannah's feedback is on page 23)
Technical Writing For Custom Deployment of Microsoft Solutions
Russ is incredible!!!!!! A true professional & expert who went above and beyond for us.
Thank you, Russ!!

(Matt's feedback is on page 21)
Engineering Software Marketing Writer and researcher
"Great experience, always deliver on time, sends a short movie where he explains the
article/case study, and highlights the things he thinks we can improve.
A pleasure to work with, definitely will work with him again"

(Noa's feedback is on page 10)
Technical Writer for Software
"Russ was amazing! He was a true professional and a joy to collaborate with. He has a
unique ability to dive in and assimilate new areas and industries to produce remarkably
clear and concise writing. I plan on working with Russ on many more projects."

(Patrick's feedback is on page 13)
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FULL LIST OF TESTIMONIALS
Unless specified in the section, all testimonials are from Upwork and are verifiable on my
profile there. Click here to view my profile. These are listed in rough chronological order.

2022

Developer Experience - Looking for an experienced technical writer to provide reviewing and
editing.
"Russ had great communication, attention to detail, professionalism, and has a tremendous
ability to turn good pieces of work into exceptional ones. When I needed something
changed he was very responsive and he goes the extra mile to ensure you're needs are met,
and it shows in his work. I'd absolutely recommend Russ if you need an editor or writer."

Colin Patterson, Sedna
Microsoft Word Template Update

Maud Eon, Valiantys
NCML Word template
"Excellent work, communication and timeliness as always."

Tim Nixon, Code
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2021

Business Analyst to capture, define & document user requirements - Technical Writer Skills
"Russ performed the role exceptionally.
He[sic] Technical writing skills absolutely delighted our large multi-national client, and his
attention to detail was exceptional.
Russ was also able to provide guidance on best practice and very efficiently managed
multiple stake holders, across multiple disciplines and geographical areas.
I absolutely highly recommend Russ"

Peter Barlcay, CEO, SixSix
Ebook - How ADVANCE.AI help to build online trust
"Professionalism: very professional and logistic, I like the freelancer ask questions before get
down to writing. It will promise he/she get a good understanding of what do you want, and
not goes in the wrong or accurate direction. When finding and working with freelancer, the
pain point is always the freelancer doesn't know your needs or products well. If you are also
suffering with such concerns, Russ is a good choice for you. He promises to get things clearly
before working for you, so to have a good result. He knows well of how to have best
delivering.
Communication: good communication, always stick with time, and give you delivering stage
by stage. Feel very comfortable when working with Russ, although my company sometimes
give a late response.
Piece: The most satisfied for me so far.
Strongly recommended!"

Lily Wang, AdvanceAI
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Assistance with Siemens success story
"Amazing job!"

Patrick Parker, CEO, EmpowerID
Software Upgrade Guides
"Russ is very good at what he does! We will definitely keep working with him when given
the chance."

Microsoft Word template creation
"Russ is a REAL Word expert and takes the time to share his skills and explain clearly how
things work. He jumped on several calls with me and even created short videos to show me
how I should do.
He created a Word template for us including styles, cover page that adapts to different
paper formats, graphs and tables (using Quick parts).
Our work is now much easier to create nice corporate documents which are consistent
across the company."

Maud Eon, Valiantys
Technical Writer Integration Guides
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Software Upgrade Guides
"Russ has strong writing skills and technical expertise."

Set up a pop up box in MS Word
"Russ delivered great work. He understood the brief and found a perfect technical solution.
Great communication and very complete explanation of the solution he implemented
Highly recommended"

Simon Leyson, Morris & Chapman
Small VBA Project in MS Word
"Russ did a great job in record time on a VBS project. Communication was fast and efficient.
Upwork at its best"

Simon Leyson, Morris & Chapman
Authorization White Paper
"Amazing job as always!"

Patrick Parker, CEO, EmpowerID
Engineering Software Marketing Writer and researcher
"As always :) Very professional, he can find a way to make any story sounds fascinating.
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Definitely will work with him again in the future."

Noa Yitzhak, OpenLM
Engineering Software Marketing Writer and researcher
"Very easy to work with, super professional."

Noa Yitzhak, OpenLM
Word Template - fix up footer & header with different following pages
"Russ was awesome. Our issue in Word has driven us crazy for about 2 years and Russ fixed
it overnight."

Microsoft Word Expert - template Guru Needed
"Russ is a word guru! He did a fairly basic template for us but is capable of the most complex
word templates! Russ works very quickly and efficiently and responds promptly."

Microsoft Word troubleshooter needed for a TOC page break head-scratcher
"Russ is great. As a technical writer myself, I wanted someone who could fix a Word issue
that was stumping me and wasting my time. Russ figured it out right away, which is exactly
what I needed and the type of efficiency you hope your Upwork contractor will deliver."
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Document User Guides & Technical Content Writing for IT Infrastructure & Cloud
Applications.

Shipyard and boatyard website Copywriting and content refining

2020

Microsoft Word Template Designer Needed to Develop a CV/Resume Template for Use By
Doctors

Engineering Software Marketing Writer and researcher
"Great experience, always deliver on time, sends a short movie where he explains the
article/case study, and highlights the things he thinks we can improve.
A pleasure to work with, definitely will work with him again"

Noa Yitzhak, VP of Marketing, OpenLM
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Engineering Software Marketing Writer and researcher

Noa Yitzhak, VP of Marketing, OpenLM
New case study - from a recorded interview
"Russ is a professional, it is a pleasure to work with him. We are glad we found him"

Noa Yitzhak, VP of Marketing, OpenLM
Table of Contents for an Academic Book in Microsoft Word
"Russ is a true professional. Not only did he do the job perfectly, but he went above and
beyond the job requirements and created a short video to help me with similar projects in
the future. He is responsive, prompt, patient, polite, understanding, and hyper-competent. I
could not ask for a better freelancer. He has my highest recommendation."

Expert Copywriter for Architectural Product Line (#004)
"Russ is a writer who has a broad worldview and an understanding of a lot of areas, which
aided us in getting a new product line out the door quickly. He knows the right questions to
ask and was able to handle the psychology of writing to multiple audiences at the same
time. I will use him in future projects."

Jamie Kelly, President, Brainy Marketing
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Engineering Software Marketing Writer and researcher
"A pleasure to work With Russ, It isn't our first time, and definitely not the last :)
Professional, talented writer. We highly recommend him"

Noa Yitzhak, VP of Marketing, OpenLM
Document writing and formatting
When I started the project, I knew what I wanted but not how to get there. Russ was able to
provide a clear pathway of what we needed to achieve and went above and beyond what I
expected, providing excellent training and assistance as well as the professional documents
and templates I was after.

Sales Proposal template
Russ helped us develop a MS Word template and did so proficiently and skilfully. He was
able to accommodate our requests/requirements and explained how he had met (or
exceeded) our brief at each stage of development.
All around a great experience.

Case study writing (B2B Enterprise Software)
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Technical Writer for Software
"Russ was amazing! He was a true professional and a joy to collaborate with. He has a
unique ability to dive in and assimilate new areas and industries to produce remarkably
clear and concise writing. I plan on working with Russ on many more projects."

Patrick Parker, CEO, EmpowerID
Engineering Software Marketing Writer and researcher
"Russ joined our customer success manager to interview our client and then wrote a case
study. he did a brilliant work, and we received a well-written case study, along with a short
movie that Russ made in order to explain the logic of the case study."

Noa Yitzhak, VP of Marketing, OpenLM
I need to develop a user guide for my APP & Software
"Russ executed all aspects of the contract to the highest level as usual. He has been a
valuable resource to our business for many years and we call upon his advice and expertise
regularly. He will be a valuable resource for many years to come.
I would highly recommend Russ to any business that needs any technical documents
created and/or written... and also sales copy.
Thanks again Russ."

Brendon Davenport, CASSA
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Microsoft Word Expert Consult for Template
Worth every penny. Russ is extremely knowledgeable in Microsoft Word and was able to get
my template cleaned up and headed in the right direction in no time. Plus his
communication skills are tops as well. Highly recommend.

Word document template
"Russ delivered exceptional work on this Word template project. I'm glad we found him on
Upwork as it's not always possible to guarantee the quality of work of freelancers. He
delivered before time and on budget for our project and I'd be happy to hire him again.
There's a reason he's Top-rated and that's because his work is excellent. Thanks again Russ!"

Develop Microsoft Word Templates - Business Reports

Microsoft Word Styles Expert Wanted to Create a New Template
Russ has an exceptional understanding of all things Word. He made the process very easy
and was intuitive to my business needs. I loved the Loom video explanations with all his
workings. Would highly recommend and will use again.
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MS Office guru needed for excel spreadsheet builds
If you don't hire Russ, you're an idiot.
Fast, efficient, punctual, detail-oriented, customer service focused, well mannered, honest,
and a man/business with integrity.
Truly, it is unbelievable. The speed at which this man turned around the project was
unheard of.
I'll say it again, for anything Microsoft Excel or Word, if you don't hire Russ, you're an idiot.
Save yourself the headache and leave it to the pro.

Clean up my Word docs
"I have had the pleasure of working with Russ several times. He has fast become my go-to
resource for all my MS Word issues. I have found him to be professional, collaborative and a
joy to work with. I cannot say enough great things."

Jonty Yamisha, CEO, OptiLingo
Design to Word template conversion
Great work by Russ as usual. The explainer videos save a lot of time.
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2019

Microsoft Word Expert

Jonty Yamisha, CEO, OptiLingo
Microsoft Word Template Fixing for use in mail merge
Russ did an excellent job carrying out the required work. His skills with Microsoft Word are
superb, which enables him to carry out the work promptly and to a very high standard.
Russ also communicated all his work throughout the process in a clear and concise manner.
This enabled us to have total confidence he would finish the job as per our requirements.
I thoroughly recommend Russ for anyone considering hiring him.

Format MS Word manuscript for Kindle

Authoring Support Articles for Spell Check Feature

I need a PDF turned into a fully usable and editable Word Template
Russ is an exceptional contractor in all regards. Clearly exceptionally skilled, professional,
prompt, and an exceptional communicator. Do yourself a favour and skip the rest on the list.
Russ is your guy.
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Technical Writer for 3 Support Topics on Microsoft Word

Microsoft Word 2016 xml template
Russ is great to work with! Communicative, agile and responsive. He has deep expertise in
Microsoft products - a great partner!

MSFT GitHub Technical Writing and Editing Talent Store [Ken Withee]

Microsoft Word template expert required to make some modifications to existing set of
templates
This is the 2nd time I've hired Russ and his skill, professionalism and expert communication
was genuinely appreciated and respected. I hope we get to work together again!

Hannah Morris, Impact International
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Design Word Template for my Phrase Course Book
Russ has been nothing short of a sheer pleasure to work with. His technical mastery of MS
Word is matched only by his responsiveness, professionalism and collaborative nature. I
cannot say enough great things about him.

Jonty Yamisha, CEO, OptiLingo
Word Template Designer needed
Russ delivered as expected. Great Work!

Accessibility work ( Carol Taylor [MSFTUP163])
Russ was great to work with. He took the task that was handed to him and make certain
that he understood what was being asked. When his questions seemed somewhat
confusing, he made a short video to explain the issue that he was having and explaining in
detail what his question was. This level of detail on his part made it easier to help him
understand the task.
Russ is extremely knowledgeable and his skill in Word is at a very high level. He completed
the task that we requested within a timely fashion and in line with what we asked. We look
forward to opportunities to possibly work with him again in the future.
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2018

VBA Macro - Additional Works
Excellent work from Russ once again, completing work in advance of agreed timescales and
with faultless communication aided by demonstration videos. Cannot recommend more
highly.

Product Testing for solution curating 4 existing Microsoft Tools - SharePoint
Russ incredible as always. Controls the engagement. Exceeds expectations. Always a home
run with Russ

Microsoft Word template design
Would recommend Russ to anyone needing correctly formatted, consistent sets of
corporate word documents. Great communicator, very knowledgeable, responsive and keen
to educate along the way. Will use again in the future!

PDF Document Conversion
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MS word template

Henry Adams, Owner, Common Capital
Adapt MS word, excel and ppt templates to company visual identity

Henry Adams, Owner, Common Capital
Advanced/ Master: Convert PDF to WORD Template (per document)
Amazing freelancer. Russ has forgot more about WORD than I'll ever be able to learn. He
took what could have been an impossible task and made it incredibly successful.

Advanced/ Master: Convert PDF to WORD Template (per document)
By far the most skilled contractor with respect to his mastery of Microsoft Word. I also
believe his is one of the most understated profiles as well. My experience with Mr. Crowley
far exceeded my expectations. Many freelancers claim to be able to assist with a client's
problem but he not only quickly addresses the issue but also ensures you understand why
and how he applied the solution. I will be coming back to him again in the future with more
tasks.

UX Expert / Designer wanted for boat marketplace
Really good experience. Looking forward to work again with Russ.
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(BoatIM)
Product manual editing needed.
Outstanding job by Russ, thank you.

Format and Re-style my Book Manuscript
Russ was such a pleasure to work with. He is clearly passionate about his work, and his
passion is matched only by his clear expertise. I highly recommend.

Microsoft Word VBA Macro - random number generation
Russ did outstanding work, with clear communication and timely responses - a wonderful
experience and a great outcome. Thanks.

Technical Writing For Custom Deployment of Microsoft Solutions
Russ is incredible!!!!!! A true professional & expert who went above and beyond for us.
Thank you, Russ!!
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Technical Writing For Custom Deployment of Microsoft Solutions
Russ was extremely proactive. His attention to detail was stellar. His communication was
immediate and clear. Would highly recommend!

Create exercises for an interactive document that teaches users about Word
Russ is able to combine his technical expertise with a knack for writing and communication
to develop effective and engaging teaching content. Great to work with!

MS Word Publishing

I need a word document edited
Great to work with

Microsoft Word Template Building
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Microsoft Word Template Designer
Russ has been a pleasure to work with, he is extremely knowledgeable and has taught me a
lot during our time working together. His communication is excellent, I really appreciated
the walk though videos - it made a complex job very easy to understand and digest at my
own pace. Thank you so much for all your amazing work, you have made a lot people's lives
a lot easier! hope to work with you again soon.

Hannah Morris, Impact International
Looking for fast turn around of Word document reformat (Template provided.)
I have to agree with one of the testimonials on his profile that says, "Makes me reconsider
what 5 stars means for everyone else I've worked with."
I've worked with many consultants in my career (both on Upwork and in real life.) I've found
that good consultants provide you with the requested deliverable on time and on budget
while keeping you informed on progress. Great consultants on the other hand also do this,
but teach you something in the process.
I actually learned something from Russ in his initial proposal, before I even awarded him the
contract. He showed me some problems in the document I provided for quote purposes,
that I was not even aware of, which would have
plagued me down the road. This also answered some
long-standing questions I've had about Word in mind
that I could never quite find the answer to.
Working with Russ answers once and for all, "what's
the difference between working with a
professional/specialist vs an amateur/generalist?"
As a result of working with him, I have a new way of
working with Word.
I also now have an asset - a properly structured,
beautiful, REUSABLE Word template - in addition to my
initial request.
And if that's not enough, he provided videos explaining
his work and findings that I can refer back to as needed.
By using Russ for this project, I feel as if I've made an
investment in my project rather than simply conduct a
business transaction.
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I cannot recommend this man highly enough.
Need Microsoft Word Expert for Fixing Mail Merge in Invoice Document
Absolutely flawless execution of MS-WORD invoice template. Great communication and
prompt delivery of work. Would hire again in an instant.

Need expert in Microsoft Word to create lightweight, easy to use template for our reports
Makes me reconsider what 5 stars means for everyone else I've worked with. Russ recorded
videos explaining everything he was doing to help our document and how we could do it
ourselves going forward. Teach a man to fish... Couldn't recommend Russ more highly.

Need assistance finalising a couple of word template
Russ helped us out of a tight spot and completed a job for me that was time sensitive and
involved a fair amount of explanation and guidance. Russ provided information videos
explaining what he had done, delivered the work quickly and I can't fault his
communication. The project delivered was as expected and nothing was too much bother
for him. Would recommend for future word projects.

Fix MS Word template
Five stars isn't enough. I wish all my staff and contractors were as professional and good at
what they do as Russ is. Russ helped is develop great looking, versatile, stable, but very
complicated macro driven word template. The quality of his work, time management,
efficiency and communication are outstanding. We have learned so much we didn't know
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we didn't know through working with him. He also adds value by providing short videos
explaining what he has done, so we can now easily do ourselves things that seemed too
complicated to even consider.

Henry Adams, Owner, Common Capital
Develop excel template
Five stars isn't enough. I wish all my staff and contractors were as professional and good at
what they do as Russ is. The quality of his work, time management, efficiency and
communication are outstanding. We have learned so much we didn't know we didn't know
through working with him. He also adds value by providing short videos explaining what he
has done, so we can now easily do ourselves things that seemed too complicated to even
consider.

IMMEDIATE: MS Word Document Improvement
Excellent work. Great communication- edits made quickly and efficiently with no wasted
time. Will use again!

2017

Formatting a legal document
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Microsoft Templates Styles expert
I couldn't recommend Russ more highly. He was knowledgeable, created videos so I could
understand what was happening all along the way and he was very easy to communicate
with. Thanks for your help Russ! I look forward to working with you again.

Letterhead conversion
Russ' work is absolutely excellent. I couldn't rate him more highly.

Create Proposal Template in Word

Microsoft Word Report Template Created
We engaged Russ to turn a graphically designed Report Template into a functional and
flawless Microsoft Word Report Template. From the beginning of our engagement, Russ was
professional, responsive and demonstrated his knowledge of Microsoft Word by asking
questions to fully understand our requirements and what 100% satisfaction would look like.
I am happy to report that we are 100% satisfied and will without a doubt be looking at
employing Russ' services in the future.
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Help Needed Formatting a Academic Book Manuscript in Microsoft Word
Russ Crowley is a true professional. I had to have a complex manuscript formatted in
Microsoft Word for an Academic press, and Russ delivered a perfect final product right on
schedule. Along the way he was patient, understanding, courteous, and extremely
resourceful in getting problems solved. I am 100% satisfied with his work, and I would gladly
hire him again. He was great.

I need a MS Word expert to sort out formatting for legal and other documents
Russ did an excellent job! Not only did he return the work well before deadline, but also
went above and beyond in comprehensiveness and explaining what he'd done. Will
definitely be working with Russ again soon.

Word formatting Business Plan
Russ delivered a very well formatted word document. He even added an explainer video more than we expected. Thank you!

Technical Editor
Russ is a highly competent expert in Technical Editing and Copywriting. Russ was able to
work as a seamless extension to our business analysis and software development team to
craft and update detailed design documents and analysis documents. His experience and
expertise improved not only the documents but also our team's skills and capabilities by
showing us new and improved ways of crafting and Editing documents. As an added benefit,
Russ works/lives in a different time zone which allowed our team to provide him documents
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at the end of a day and receive them back from Russ when we arrived to the office in the
morning. I and our entire team, wholehearted endorse Russ and his excellent work. We will
definitely engage him again in the future. Thanks.

Word template clean up
Fantastic communication and high quality work. Did exactly as asked but also explained pros
and cons of different options/alternatives. Will definitely use again.

Word template for e training book
Excellent work. Russ also created videos taking me through the template and this was very
useful.

Word Document Template
Russ was outstanding to work with, his knowledge and understanding of MS Word provided
a very fast and high quality product. I would not hesitate to recommend Russ and will be
sure to work together again. Thanks!
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I need my CV to be formatted in a professional manner for my Cert IV
Russ Crowley was very professional and provide great communication. I would highly
recommend his services

Producing documentation for Ubique maritime group

Technical Writer for Analysis Application (Maritime/Naval/Military)
Russ worked hard to thoroughly understand my application, then wrote top quality
tutorials, a user guide, and blog articles. He then went on to produce (and narrate) high
quality getting started video screen-casts to help newbies. These efforts gave my application
(and my company) a great credibility boost.

Make Word-template from InDesign or PDF
Very good service!

Document transcription with specific Microsoft Word formatting
Russ was great. Will be sending him additional work very soon.
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MS Word Conversion for Proposal Template (from InDesign or PDF)
Russ was absolutely fantastic to work with! He explained things to me that I wasn't quite
sure about and the quality of his work was second-to-none. I've never "met" anyone who is
this much of a whizz with MS Word. There were things I was confident that couldn't be
done... and Russ did them quickly and accurately. Thanks again Russ... I hope to be able to
send more work your way in the near future.

2016

Need help developing company templates in Word
Russ was fantastic! Very knowledgeable and professional, he's experienced enough to
understand just what our needs were. He went above and beyond by producing
instructional videos for my staff. I wouldn't hesitate to hire Russ, in fact I intend to if I need
any miscellaneous follow-up work as we implement the templates and documents he
developed for us.

Protocols Modifications
Russ, Thank you for everything!
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World class book formatter
Outstanding work. I've hired Russ over and over and will continue to do so. I LOVE the
videos he shoots to show me what it is he's done.

MS Word Conversion for Proposal Template (from InDesign or PDF)
I gave Russ, what I would consider quite a difficult project on behalf of a client. He did it
quickly, extremely accurately and used his own initiative to make things easier for my client.
I will certainly be asking Russ to do more Word conversions if the work comes up. Thanks
again Russ!

Transforming a MS Publisher File to MS Word file
Ross a true Pro.
Fast delivery and great communication
Highly recommended!

Fix-up Word (Spec) document
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Jan Kampman, Mulder-Kampman
Word template set up
A great service from Russ, very very quick turnaround and exactly as instructed.

World Class Book Formatter - using Microsoft Word
I have used multiple book formatters in the past, but none of them came even close to the
expertise and skill of Russ. I am 110% certain I will be hiring him again in the future. I know
when I give Russ a job, it will be done correctly without my having to double check
everything. I was also blown away by his shooting videos to explain some things to me. He
deserves stars well beyond 5!

Microsoft Word invoice template creation from existing PDF file
Russ is very professional and did a great job!

Word Document
Excellent as always!!!
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Formatting Required for Book to Publish on Amazon
Russ over and above exceeded my expectations. His level of professionalism and
communication was second to none. Not to forget he was super efficient on turn around as
well. Couldn't recommend him highly enough!

Word Presentation workflow diagram
Russ is a true professional and a pleasure to work with. I Recommend highly!

Convert design to Microsoft Word template
Excellent job. Will use again.

Book formatting for a first time author
Working with Russ was truly a pleasure! I appreciated his patience, insight and support in
my first experience. I'm thankful that he chose to work with my project!
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Convert DOCX file to MKD standards
Like always, another project done to perfection. We would highly recommend Russ if you
want things done correctly.

Jan Kampman, Mulder-Kampman
Pretty up my manual!
A wonderfully completed job with excellent attention to detail, and even an explanatory
video on how some of the work was completed (learned a few new tricks myself!). Will
definitely have more projects coming your way. Thanks again, Russ!

Microsoft word Template Creation
Perfect experience. Professional, prompt and articulate. The tutorial videos were perfect.
Will be hiring again. Thank Russ

Formatting Dissertation in Word
Russ was very responsive and helped me sort through some formatting issues for my PhD
dissertation. My timeline changed and Russ was able to work with my timeline and make my
thesis look great! I would highly recommend working with Russ - especially for formatting
more complex documents.
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Fixing SOW document
Yet another job done, on time and well within budget and to a high standard. Russ, you are
a joy to work with.

Jan Kampman, Mulder-Kampman
Immediate Book Formatting (due in 8hrs)
Russ was excellent to work with. He not only completed the job in a timely fashion, but he
went over and beyond by providing detailed explanations of how he did the job. He reached
out to communicate via skype to ensure my comfort with the end deliverable. He is
definitely work considering for your next project.

Need formatting of "word" doc that was created from PDF
Well worth the money. Russ sent a video showing me exactly what he was doing to my
document. He taught me more in that ten minutes than I learned poking around on the
internet for hours. Russ is super fast and knows it all.

Format/Layout a WORD .DOC Report
He was great. Fast, attentive. Best of all, knows what he is doing.
Greg
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Book format
This was my first book, and I needed it to be formatted for print and Kindle version, etc.
Since it was my first I had a lot of questions about the formatting and also how to release it.
Russ was very knowledgeable and able to answer my questions and was happy to
accommodate me in that. His work was timely and excellent and small changes I required
were responded to quickly. Overall I am very pleased having worked with him and would
definitely do so again.

Microsoft Word Desktop Publisher (DTP)

2015

Fix a terrible Word Document - Have Fun
Extremely high level of expertise and customer service.

Convert word template into google doc template
Excellent work. Went over and beyond. Expert at Google Doc and Word.
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MS Word Template Creation
Top quality work! Russ is an MS Word master. I cannot recommend him highly enough. Russ
sets the bar extremely high. Excellent work.

Help us redesign our proposal template (Microsoft Word Document)
As we launched a new brand, we needed a Microsoft Word consultant to create a new
proposal document and delivery document template. Russ was extremely professional,
communicating timelines and best practices via video - so we could be a part of his process
and learn from it. He was also very patient and informative as we worked with him to figure
out which word styles we needed in our proposal/delivery document templates. I would
recommend Russ to anyone in need of a detail oriented, passionate word specialist.

IT Proposal Template Design in Microsoft Word
Russ completed the proposal template really quickly and was very helpful with providing
instructions on how to use the template. Quality was very good and was happy to make
some tweaks based on feedback. Highly recommended.
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Need a WORD drop down menu template for my progress notes
I received exactly what I wanted.

Update Occupational Health and Safety Manual
Russ is a consummate professional and has assisted me in completing a Occupational Health
and Safety system that was not only accepted by the regulators, but recommended to other
companies by the regulator as an example of good practice. It doesn't get better than that!

Nick Miller, Blue Water Shell
Word Template Creation
Russ was very professional and completed the job, to produce a designed word template,
literally within 24 hours! He also supplied a video (sharing his screen) talking me through
how he created the template, and tips on how I could adjust things if I required. He
exceeded all expectations, I would definitely hire Russ again.

Create word template from supplied document
Russ REALLY knows his stuff. He took a job that was causing us some pain and completed it
with an explanatory video. Excellent result.
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I'm looking for a Microsoft word formatting and template expert to help me fix a minor issue
with my book's interior design
Russ communicated very quickly and finished the job very fast! He also provided some
helpful resources for me to learn how to avoid the errors in the future. I cannot recommend
Russ enough!

Operations Manual Template Developer
If you want it done right then hire Russ.

Converting Hydraulic Specification

Jan Kampman, Mulder-Kampman
Add additional section to Specification
As always, a joy to work with Russ.

Jan Kampman, Mulder-Kampman
QA Manager
Yet another successful Job Completed.
Russ is a great resource that i can always rely on to provide exceptional work and advice to
guide a project to successful completion.
Thanks Russ
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Brendon Davenport, CASSA
Creating a Master Doc in WORD
Fantastic experience. I think that says everything. Looking forward to the next time.
Thanks Russ.

Jan Kampman, Mulder-Kampman
Word Template expert wanted
Produced a great template. Really used his experience to give us great advice. Great value.

Microsoft Word Resume Template
Russ was great to work with! We'll use him again when we need more MS Word work.

2014

Documentation Resource
Russ gave us a hand, thanks!
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Microsoft Word Expert Needed for Letterhead Templates
Russ was amazing to work with and gave step by step video instructions for the templates
he provided. Amazing work. Thank you!

Safe Work Method Statements
Russ is an extremely professional contractor with an extremely high level of skill in each
topic listed on his profile.

Microsoft Word - a piece of cake?
The initial piece of work was small with a VERY short deadline. Russ took it on, and
produced a very good first stage that got us out of a tight jam. We extended the job and
Russ completed the rest of the work on time and within budget - and provided extra tips
and instructions to help my team use his work easily. I would recommend him without
hesitation for this kind of work again.

Proofreader in English (copywriting skills are plus)
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2013

Conceal all word doc changes comments and revisions whilst maintaining formatting
First class work. Great communication. Excellent skills.

Fixing MS Word templates
Russ was outstanding to work with. He got right back to me, and completed the project
within a few hours. The work was exactly what I wanted. I look forward to working with him
again.

Proof-read the presentation.
It was a pleasure to work with you. Will contact a bit later. Cheers

4 Word doc templates to be made from ai files pdfs and pngs
super skills, great communication, determination and problem solving. Would recommend.

QA Manager
Yet again Russ has delivered exceptional work and assisted in the development of valuable
procedures and documents for the company.
His insight and knowledge has been invaluable in assisting our company to move forward.
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He is highly regarded within our organisation and we have no hesitation in recommending
his services.
Thanks again Russ

Brendon Davenport, CASSA
User and Technical Documentation for Risk Analysis/Management System
Russ was perfect for the task (and perfect for most tasks, I'd imagine). He is creative, takes
the initiative, writes with the right voice, illustrates appropriately, delivers what and when
he promises, and even lets you know when he's not going to be available. I'll re-hire him
once we get our next deliverable together, but in the meantime, if you need someone with
Russ' skills, we can't recommend him highly enough.

(Alex Apostolou, Meercat Riskview)
Word & PowerPoint template design
Amazing communication, including video explanations with changes made. Works fast and
comes up with great suggestions for improvement. Would definitely hire again!
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Documentation Specialist (starting now for 16 hours)
Job was time sensitive and Russ nailed it. It's nice to have professional contractors, like Russ,
on here that you can rely on. While not the lowest rate applicant, I'm confident he offered
us the best value for the task at hand.

Quoting Document/Template
Outstanding skills with an extremely impressive approach to the task at hand. Russ's
communication and availability also exceeded my expectations. I will most definitely be
using Russ again!

Proofread a book about Meteor, a javascript framework

Microsoft Word Page Template
Great initiative from Russ!

Help saving a word document
Russ is a great person to work with and totally knows what he is doing.
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Custom proposal template needed
Russ is very sincere, hardworking and dedicated to making sure your project goes as well as
possible. His Microsoft Word skills are quite impressive. I am very grateful that he was able
to help me build out a difficult Word template within a very tight deadline. I would highly
recommend him and definitely hire him again next time I need Microsoft Word help.

Occupational Health and Safety Manual
Russ did the work on this contract in a highly professional manner and was thorough and on
time.
This was not a standard job and required a lot of self education to get an understanding of
what was needed. Russ researched and learned all that he needed to know and provided
relevant and concise documents.
I thank him for his help and highly recommend to any potential clients.
If you use Russ for a contract you will not be disappointed.

Nick Miller, Blue Water Shell
2012

Writer Needed to Create Training Guide for Web App
Russ was a perfect resource for developing a fairly technical and complicated application
training guide. The customer for whom we were doing the work changed emphasis midproject, but the work Russ did is exemplary and we will be able to leverage both the content
and the layout to great advantage going forward. Being in vastly different time zones was
not a problem for us, and he always provided the expected work in a reasonable time. He
asked questions when needed and provided frequent updates to make sure neither of us
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were going in the wrong direction. He is a very high-caliber resource whom we hope to work
with again.

(Dan Opyd, Datanet)
My e-book
When you read the reviews of Russ they are all true. He will give you a 110% effort. He is an
expert at all aspects of computer file formatting, and is a perfectionist when it comes to the
details, gives great care and pride in the work he provides. Also goes out of his way to make
sure you know the correct computer paths to take when getting / reviewing / uploading
information. Deal with him in confidence he'll do an outstanding job. A FIVE STAR RATING
ALL THE WAY AROUND.

Outlook templates
Russ was marvelous to work with. Responsive, helpful, knowledgeable, with quick turn
around times. We look forward to working with Russ again.

Proposal Update
Great work as always. Russ delivered the finished work quickly.
thank you.
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Microsoft Word Templates & Protection
A real find - what a great asset. Will definitely be using Russ again

IT Proposal Re-design and clean up (Microsoft word)

Excellent work! Very thorough. Would work with him again.
2011

Quality Assurance - Procedure Development
It was great to work with Russ and will definitely be working with him again.
Very knowledgeable, and during the job he taught me a thing or 3 !
Exceptional eye to detail.
Very skilled with Microsoft Word and Adobe which was used on the project.
Exceptional literacy skills.
Very Knowledgeable and experienced in regards to Quality Management and structure.
Assisted in guiding the project to completion, and suggested pivotal improvements.
10 out of 10 - Very impressed.
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Brendon Davenport, CASSA

CONTACT ME
I hope you like what you see and, if you'd like to discuss project work, then feel free to
contact me via: www.thetechnicalcopywriter.com.
Many thanks,

Russ
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